The new way to listen and
make Rebbe Nachman part of
your daily life
written by breslov.org
January 8, 2023

Rebbe Nachman spoke highly of the greatness of maintaining a
regular Torah study schedule. He taught, “Maintaining a Torah
study regimen is greater even than fulfilling all the mitzvot”
Rebbe Nachman also taught, “Every bit of Torah knowledge a
person gains…is already considered success for the soul!”
Day By Day: A Daily Dose of Rebbe Nachman, A person could
study Rebbe Nachman and Breslov teachings on a daily basis,
completing entire books in the course of a year.
A selection of works that is not overwhelming for a daily
dose, but are interesting and engaging so that the reader will

gain something every day.
On the morning commute… during the lunch break… and into the
night, Jews everywhere can be seen immersed in a sefer, eager
to leave the hustle and bustle of daily life to connect with
higher truths.

Yet in today’s day and age, we often don’t have the luxury of
opening up a sefer, people have swapped the book for an
audiobook, the novel for a podcast.
If The Rebbe said that the greatest thing is to spread his
books, it’s time to spread them as audiobooks.
Join this amazing initiative, turning the Day By Day: A Daily
Dose of Rebbe Nachman‘s teachings and making them in to an
audiobook

Check out this preview session on Spotify
https://open.spotify.com/show/2tizqiTqqajj3b4ekJEM
Mh?si=gTi44S4zQ3mF3T44XTEtLw
Here’s the website link:
https://jewishpodcasts.fm/breslovresearchinstitue
Turning the light of the rebbe in to eternal sound waves
Sponsor your bar mitzva parsha!

Sponsor your birthday
Sponsor the month you got married Or became a parent!

https://breslov.org/the-new-way-to-listen/

Brick by Brick
written by Ozer Bergman
January 8, 2023

What do anti-Semitic dictators and genuine
tzaddikim have in common? They have an excellent
grasp of how mighty the Jewish people are!
“[The Israelites] built the cities of Pitom and Ramses as
supply centers for Pharaoh…[The Egyptians] made the lives of
[the Israelites] miserable with harsh labor involving mortar

and bricks…intending to break them” (Exodus 1:11, 14).
“I [Reb Noson] heard that [Rebbe Nachman] once said to his
chassidim, ‘Why do you have to worry? All you have to do is
bring the bricks and the mortar. With that, I’ll build
glorious, majestic buildings.’ [Reb Noson comments: The Rebbe
meant, all we need to do is simply involve ourselves in
serving God with Torah study, prayer and mitzvahs, and he
makes with that whatever he makes. He very much drew out the
word ‘buildings’ in order to stress how beautiful and majestic
these buildings are.]”
Riddle: What do anti-Semitic dictators and genuine tzaddikim
have in common? They have an excellent grasp of how mighty the
Jewish people are. Of course, they understand that might
differently, and try to direct it towards very different ends,
but they have no doubt that it is real. Pharaoh warns his
subjects that the Israelites (aka Jews) are a potential fifth
column and says, “[They will] war with us, and rise out of the
earth” (Exodus 1:10). A tzaddik could use almost the very same
worlds and tell his community, “If we battle the Egyptian
influence that envelops us, we will rise above our attachment
to the physical and material trappings of this world.”
All you have to do is bring the bricks and the mortar. With
that, I’ll build glorious, majestic buildings!
There are, of course, many, many differences between how antiSemitic dictators and tzaddikim work. For example, Pharaoh,
because he is afraid of Jewish influence, wants to subjugate
the Jews and have them build entire cities that will
strengthen and enrich Pharaoh, but endanger and impoverish
them.* He lets them know what they are building, for whom and
why, in order to break their spirits as well as their bodies.
The tzaddik, on the other hand, is afraid that Jews will not
fully use their influence! So he motivates them. “I know that
you do not see or understand the ultimate greatness and

importance of what you are you doing. But I do. Perhaps you
think your contribution is meaningless, or the goal futile, or
the master selfish. Not so. What I am building is beautiful
beyond description. Its function can, at best, only be hinted
to. It benefits all of us.
“But I cannot build it alone. We must work together. I need
you. You must bring the ‘bricks’—the mitzvahs, Torah, prayer,
charity, kindness and the rest—and the ‘mortar’— the beliefs
and attitudes that hold them all together, like faith in God
and in His tzaddikim, humility and love for your fellow Jew. I
will put it all together.”
On the verse “A human being is born to toil” (Job 5:7), our
Sages comment, “Fortunate is the one who toils in Torah”
(Sanhedrin 99b)—in its study and in its observance. It was no
big honor to be Pharaoh’s slave. The Egyptians were equalopportunity enslavers. It is a great honor to enlist and
assist the tzaddikim, even in the smallest way, in their work.
It is the greatest honor to be a Jew, to be part of the people
whose mission is to nourish, better and fashion the world, the
people about whom the Creator says, “Yisrael in whom I take
pride” (Isaiah 49:3).
* The Midrash on Exodus 1:11 says that the Hebrew word
miskenot (translated here as “supply centers”) is related to
the words sakanah, danger, and misken, indigent (Shemot Rabbah
1:14).
(Based on Chayey Moharan (Tzaddik) #293)

DAY AND NIGHT
written by Chaim Kramer
January 8, 2023

Given the chance, wouldn’t we all jump at the
possibility of being completely free from life’s
periods of confusion and moments of chaos?
In the beginning… The Earth was chaos and desolate, with
darkness… God said, Let there be light… God called the light
“Day,” and the darkness He called “Night” (Genesis 1).
Creation. In the beginning God created the heavens and the
earth. He created chaos, He created desolation and Darkness.
He created Night… And, He created Day, He created Light. This
is the history of man, a microcosm. Man encompasses all of
creation within himself. All his thoughts and acts mirror, in
one manner or another, the Creation and the current state of
the world (cf. Rebbe Nachman’s Wisdom 77).

* **
The darkness of night and the light of day are much more than
changes that occur when the sun either sets or rises.
Conceptually, Darkness and Light manifest in many different
aspects of our lives. We have good days and dark days. We have
times when everything seems to be going our way; when whatever
we do works out, and whatever happens to us is right. When
this happens, the Day never seems long enough. But we also
have times when everything goes the other way; when whatever
we do goes wrong, and whatever happens to us is trouble. Then,
the Night never seems to end. In this, we are experiencing the
process of Creation – and our own creation – over and over
again.
Darkness and Light manifest in many different aspects of our
lives. We have good days and dark days…
Night falls. And so, “creation” begins. Chaos and confusion,
troubles and difficulties, beset a person. His life is
suffused with Darkness, a Darkness which seems eternal. Yet,
this Nightfall is actually the beginning of Day. It is the
beginning of a new stage in life. When we experience the onset
Night, with accompanying Darkness and indecision, we must look
upon it as a fresh opportunity to learn something new, to
experience something different. The Day starts off Dark and
depressing, but it ends with Light. Thus, trouble should not
be seen as a chance happening, nor as an excuse for
depression. It should rather be viewed as an opportunity for a
new beginning. If we can understand that this trouble is only
temporary, just another stage in life, we can face it better.
God gives us the Night, with its confusion and chaos, however,
He never intends it to continue forever. Daylight, joy and
happiness will follow afterwards. Indeed, without this Night ,
Day cannot emerge. So, with each Night., with each new
trouble, a new age is opening up in our lives. Creation is
beginning again.

Another area of life where conceptual Darkness and Light are
manifest is our thoughts. “Creation” as an ongoing process
also occurs in our minds, as the things we think are always
passing through periods of Day and Night. Thus Rebbe Nachman
teaches: Day suggests wisdom. Night indicates a lack of
knowledge (cf. Likutey Moharan I, 1). Darkness and Nighttime
are symbolic of man’s questions and doubts – his state of
confusion. Light and Daytime are sybmbolic of solution and
clarification – his resolving of personal chaos.
Understandably, Daylight – wisdom and knowledge – is
preferred. Who wouldn’t want all his personal questions
answered, all his personal problems solved? In fact, given the
chance, wouldn’t we all jump at the possibility of being
completely free from life’s periods of confusion and moments
of chaos? But things just don’t work that way, neither in
Creation at large, nor in the particular creations of our
daily lives. “The Earth was chaos and desolate, with
darkness…” First came Darkness. First came Night. Only
afterwards did God say, “Let there be light.”
(Taken from the book Crossing the Narrow Bridge chapter 11 –
Day and Night)

Where Is Reb Noson?
written by Meir Elkabas
January 8, 2023

On the way to a wedding, Reb Noson fled into the forest to
make hitbodedut.

Reb
Noson:
The
Faithful
Scribe in the Darkness of
Exile
written by Shaul Mizrahi
January 8, 2023

In the coming week we will commemorate the fast of the Tenth
of Tevet, which marks the beginning of the siege on Jerusalem.
At the same time, we celebrate the life of Rebbe Nachman’s
primary student, Reb Noson of Breslov, who left this world on
that day. What is the connection between these two events?
Prior to meeting Rebbe Nachman at the age of 22, Reb Noson was
a first-rate Torah prodigy and had a career as the rabbinical
leader of many communities set out before him. Once he met his
Rebbe, he understood that he was the true tzaddik and wanted
nothing else than to learn from his Torah and disseminate it
to the world. Much to the dismay of his family, he gave up all
that was waiting for him and nullified himself completely to
Rebbe Nachman. He strove to be a perfect reflection of Rebbe
Nachman’s teachings, just as the moon reflects the light of
the sun. It is no wonder that final lesson taught by Reb
Noson, which is found in Hilkhot Rosh Chodesh 7, deals with
the perfection of the blemish of the moon.
Reb Noson’s connection to Rebbe Nachman did not afford him an
easy life. During Rebbe Nachman’s lifetime he was ostracized

by his family. After Rebbe Nachman’s passing, he became the
focus of the opposition to Rebbe Nachman’s teachings which
only grew stronger due to Rebbe Noson’s persistence in
continuing on his Rebbe’s path. Rebbe Noson was mocked,
threatened, slandered, attacked, imprisoned and barred from
entering Uman, yet none of this stopped him. He knew what was
right, and he knew the truth would prevail in the end.
He continued on his way until his very last breath, teaching
Rebbe Nachman’s Torah. In all of his travels, even in his
arduous journey to Eretz Yisrael, he brought with him Rebbe
Nachman’s books. With each book he sold, he rejoiced that now
this Torah can be found in Istanbul, in Alexandria, etc. He
built and operated his own printing press in order to print
the books more easily and accurately. When this was
confiscated from him, he still did not give up, but looked for
new ways to print and disseminate Rebbe Nachman’s lessons. His
entire life, as evidenced by his diary and his letters, was a
true reflection of Rebbe Nachman’s teaching “There is no
despair at all”.
This was one of the last lessons Rebbe Nachman taught,
approximately two months prior to his passing. He taught this
lesson from the depths of his illness, when he had no
strength, and even told his students they had no reason to
come to him since he has nothing to teach them. From this
place, he taught his students how they can revive themselves
when they feel empty of everything, and then he screamed out
these words for which he is most well-known. Reb Noson notes
there in that lesson how deep were these words and that he
understood that Rebbe Nachman was instructing his students for
all generations that no matter what happens to them, no matter
how far down they fall, there is always hope that they can
still return to HaShem.
Reb Noson certainly lived this way, yet for us it is not
always easy. We look at Reb Noson and think that despite his
hard life, he did not really have reason to despair because he

was a tzaddik, but what about me? How can I face the world,
face Hashem, after all I have done? Reb Noson revealed to us a
secret in his last moments on this earth. As he sat staring at
the Shabbat candles which had been lit early in the afternoon,
he was whispering the words from the Amidah, “chanun hamarbeh
lisloach,” the compassionate One, Who forgives very much. As
our prophets stated again and again, HaShem does not want to
punish us and distance us, but rather that we will return to
Him and he will forgive us. Reb Noson, passing on his Rebbe’s
almost last words, knew it was essential for each of us to
forgive ourselves, to retain hope and to strive to return to
HaShem. He was the one who could teach us this lesson, as the
words  חנון המרבה לסלוחhave the gematriah of 500, the same as
Noson ()נתן.
As our enemies laid siege to Jerusalem, it seemed that all had
been lost. It was the beginning of the end, with no hope for
the future. Jeremiah’s message that they can still do teshuvah
fell mostly on deaf ears, and we know how it all ended. On
this day, let us hear Reb Noson’s whisper to forgive ourselves
and start anew. Let us also remember that like Reb Noson, we
all have a piece of the tzaddik inside of us that we can
reflect to the world. When we find that piece inside of us and
share it with others, we fulfill the prophet’s vision that the
fast of the tenth month will be for joy and happiness.

Reb Chaim Kramer – Parshat
Mikeitz 5783
written by Sarah Nechama
January 8, 2023

The correlation between Chanukah and Parshat Miketz (as it
normally falls on Shabbat Chanukah). How the swallowing of the
fat cows by the lean cows shows how evil tries to swallow up
all good to the extent where you feel that there was never any
good. The Greeks similarly wanted to keep the Jews in such a
darkness that they feel it was always dark in life. But the
surprise of Yosef’s revelation to his brothers – showing that
everything was in the end Divinely Inspired, so too with
Chanukah, the oppression of the Greeks only led to the
Chanukah miracle for
https://youtu.be/RzoRSmFVsbA

SPREADING PEACE
written by Chaim Kramer
January 8, 2023

Perfect peace is achieved by making peace between two
opposites, just as God makes peace in His high places between
Fire and Water!
The real meaning of peace is to bring together two opposites.
So, you shouldn’t be annoyed when you come across someone who
is the exact opposite of yourself. Even if his viewpoint is
the exactly opposite of yours, don’t be put off. Don’t assume
you’ll never be able to live amicably with such a person.
Similarly, if you see two types of people who are completely
opposite types, don’t decide that it’s impossible to make
peace between them. Quite the contrary! Perfect peace is
achieved by making peace between two opposites, just as God
makes peace in His high places between Fire and Water, which
are two opposites (Advice, Peace 10).
Elsewhere, Reb Noson writes: Aharon, the High Priest, was the
personification of peace. He pursued peace and sought to
spread harmony through all of Israel. When a couple would have
marital difficulties, Aharon would seek to mediate. He would
go to the husband and explain the wife’s position and then

explain the husband’s position to the wife, until he succeeded
in bringing them back together again. (Domestic problems
existed even then!) He would do the same when neighbors
disagreed. For his peacekeeping efforts, Aharon merited the
priesthood for himself and his descendants (Likutey Halakhot,
Netilat Yadayim li’Seudah 6:59).
Aharon, the High Priest, was the personification of peace. He
pursued peace and sought to spread harmony through all of
Israel!
Therefore, it is by no means coincidental that the Sages
incorporated the Priestly Blessing (Numbers 6:24-26) into the
daily service precisely in the place of the Amidah prayer
where we ask for peace. Nor is it surprising that the Blessing
itself concludes: “May God turn His countenance to you and
grant you PEACE” (Ibid., Avadim 2:12).
With each day that dawns, universal peace seems further and
further away. Yet, our Prophets foresaw the time when Mashiach
will come and bring this longed-for peace to the world. It is
up to us to strengthen ourselves in faith, prayer, joy and
Torah study, as well as in friendship, kindness and
consideration. Look for the good points in ourselves and in
others and intensify our search for the truth. By doing this,
we will merit the coming of Mashiach, the rebuilding of the
Temple and the ingathering of all the exiles, speedily in our
days. Amen.
(Taken from the book Crossing the Narrow Bridge: A Practical
Guide to Rebbe Nachman’s Teachings – chapter 10 – Peace)

ATTAINING PEACE
written by Sarah Nechama
January 8, 2023

How can we be at peace with the bad as well as the
good, in all that happens to us?
Torah and prayer. Rebbe Nachman teaches: How can we be at
peace with the bad as well as the good, in all that happens to
us? Through the Torah, which is called shalom (Likutey
Moharan I, 33:1). Torah is called peace. It brings peace. The
best solution for the person who has no inner peace – whose
thoughts and counsel are forever split, whose decisions are
uncertain and divided, whose mind is at war – is to study
Torah, especially the legal codes. Just as each person
experiences conflict within himself and disagreement with his
family and friends, so too, there are debates and arguments in
the Oral Law. By working to clarify the law, to make peace
between the different opinions, you attach yourself to the

peace of holiness. This helps you resolve your own inner
conflicts (Likutey Moharan I, 62:2). Just as the disputes of
Torah are settled through such principles as compromise and
the search for truth within the texts, your personal conflicts
can be solved through the practice of this very same code of
conduct within your life.
Besides, the Torah also promotes peace, especially inner
peace, by keeping those who study it away from the constant
bombardment of the mass-media. Newspapers, radio and
television reports of stock-market crashes, violence, war, and
political back-stabbings (and front-flatterings), have a way
of placing a good helping of turmoil on the breakfast plate
together with the morning coffee. It usually comes just in
time to ruin what might have started out as a nice, peaceful
day. It does much the same when we are ready for a pleasant
night’s sleep. How much more peaceful it would be to read a
few pages of Chumash or Mishnah and to recite some chapters
of the Psalms at the start of the day.
The best solution for the person who has no inner peace –
whose thoughts and counsel are forever split, whose mind is
at war – is to study Torah!
Above all else, peace can be attained by your praying for it.
Just as in your hitbodedut you asked God to keep you from the
obstacles to peace, from the negative, ask Him also for the
positive. “Please, God, let me find an inner peace. Let me be
at peace with myself, my family and everyone I know. And, let
the world, with all its differences and distinctions, attain
universal peace.” Realize that this takes time. You must have
an abundance of patience to strive for inner peace. And, you
must believe, no matter how it seems, that your every prayer
does bring the world closer to universal peace.
Dialogue and truth. As we’ve seen, peace is the mutual
cooperation that exists between different and differing

parties, within any given unit., This unit may be smaller or
greater, yet the same rules apply. For there to be peace,
there must be a dialogue and rapport between the conflicting
components of one personality. Between husband and wife,
parents and children, between neighbors, business partners and
so on. A more expanded peace requires dialogue and rapport
between the members of a synagogue, a neighborhood and even a
city. Taken still further, there is the greater peace that
exists when there is dialogue and rapport between different
factions in a nation and between different ethnic groups and
countries. The ultimate peace, universal peace, will only come
as a result of a dialogue and rapport which our world has yet
to taste.
Reb Noson writes: When there is strife between people, they
are not open with one another. This makes it impossible for
either of them to speak to the other and draw closer to the
truth. Even if people talk to each other, their main concern
is to win the argument, which means that neither side is open
to the words of the other (Advice, Peace 8).
There can be no real peace without dialogue. Without real
peace there can be no honest dialogue. So where does one
begin? When peace is what you want and you don’t know how to
get it, open a dialogue in search of the truth. With yourself,
this dialogue is hitbodedut. With someone else, this dialogue
– even if it’s not yet honest dialogue because peace is
lacking – should be directed towards the truth. Make certain
you differentiate between peace and cease-fire. A cease-fire
is a mutual agreement between embattled parties to cease
hostilities, whereas peace is harmony. Peace is understanding
that both sides come to their dialogue on an equal footing.
They do not have to be equals, but each one does have to see
the other’s desire for truth as equal to his own. Neither
party seeks to dominate the other, but rather, to work
together in their search for peace and truth.
Silence. We find in the Holy Zohar: King David says, “God

saves man and beast” (Psalms 36:7). Is there a connection
being made here between man and beast? Yes. This refers to a
man, a wise man, who, despite being embarrassed, maintains his
silence. Why? By holding his tongue, though he’s been hurt by
another’s insensitivity, he is like the beast which cannot
speak. This is the wisest of all acts, for he knows how to
succeed in life. And, above all, he knows how to maintain
peace (Zohar III:91a).
In a similar vein, Rebbe Nachman teaches: The essence of
repentance is when a person hears himself being insulted and
nevertheless remains silent. He hears himself ridiculed yet
does not reply in kind. This indicates that he is unconcerned
by affronts to his honor (Likutey Moharan I, 6,2). The result,
as the Rebbe goes on to explain, is peace. When you can keep
your silence despite being embarrassed you will see your
enemies, both internal and external, eliminated. You can then
come to achieve both an inner and [albeit modified] universal
peace.
Reb Yisroel Abba Rosenfeld (1882-1947) was very concerned that
there be peace among his children. In his will, he stressed
his desire that they all overlook each others’ faults. His
words were, “zohl mein’s ibber gein (let mine be overlooked)
[be silent. Forgive and overlook anything that might lead to
strife within the family, even if you sustain a loss because
of it]” (Rabbi Zvi Aryeh Rosenfeld).
However, the thing to watch out for is that your remaining
silent is only for the sake of repentance – i.e. you realize
that the insult and indignity actually come from Heaven and
accept them as such. Sometimes, a person remains silent
because he really doesn’t have a way of answering and is
afraid of putting his foot in his mouth any further. Or
perhaps, his silence is an attempt to cover over something
else. Worse, is the silence of someone who knows that the
person who insulted him is waiting for a retort and he won’t
give him that satisfaction. In all of these cases, there is no

reward for his silence (Likutey Moharan I, 82). The reason is
simple. Silence meant as a retort or which has some ulterior
motive, leaves a person angry, looking for revenge. Such
silence does not bring peace. Only the silence which is
motivated by repentance brings peace.
(Taken from the book Crossing the Narrow Bridge: A Practical
Guide to Rebbe Nachman’s Teachings chapter 10 – Peace)

Family Fun on Chanukah
written by Yardena Slater
January 8, 2023

Here are a few things we do as a family on

Chanukah, in case you want to incorporate some new
ideas into your Chanukah family fun!
One of the nice things about Chanukah is that it’s a lighter
kind of holiday, no pun intended. There’s not that much work
or pressure involved, and family time is more relaxed and fun.
Which makes for a great opportunity to create some family
memories, woohoo! I have some very nice Chanukah memories from
my time growing up and I hope our kids will too.
Here are a few things we do as a family on Chanukah, in case
you want to incorporate some new ideas into your Chanukah
family fun:
Chanukah concert: we drive into Jerusalem to attend a concert.
This year we are going to the Akiva with special guest Raviv
Kaner concert. All of our children really love music and
singing, so this is probably their favorite activity.
Going out for Chanukah doughnuts: one evening, after lighting
and praying by the candles, we go out for extra fancy Chanukah
sufganiot. In our family we don’t have any donuts prior to the
holiday, and we limit them during, so this is extra special.
We eat them at the bakery with hot apple cider or hot
chocolate. Yum!
Chanukah songs playlist: every year we go through our Chanukah
songs playlist and update it together. Then, after lighting
and praying by the menorahs, we put it on and dance.
All of our children really love music and singing, so this is
probably their favorite activity!
Menorah sightseeing: we get in the car and drive to nearby
areas to look at the menorah lights in the windows and on the
street. Of course, we have our Chanukah playlist going as
we’re doing this.
Family party: we host a family Chanukah party for about 20

people. We love to make fun food for it like bean dip, spinach
dip, guacamole, nachos with all the fixings and of course
latkes. For dessert I serve my super-amazing, secret recipe
cheesecake
Showing gratitude: I make 2 or 3 of my super-amazing
cheesecakes and we give them to people that we feel extra
thankful to. This year’s lucky recipients are the staff at my
14-year old’s Talmud Torah, who went out of their way to help
us when his original choice for yeshiva high school did not
work out; and our mailman who does such a great job and I’m
pretty sure he doesn’t get much appreciation for it.
So, there you have it ladies. I hope these eight days are
filled with blessings and fun family memories for you and your
family! Happy Chanukah!

Don’t Be Shy When Praying
written by Yardena Slater
January 8, 2023

“Speak to Hashem from way beyond your ego. Don’t
be shy. Don’t hold yourself back. Be like Chana!”
Yesterday I went to Ra’nana to consult with a Rabbi who I have
found to be unusually insightful. I wanted to ask him about
certain prayer insights that I recently had – to make sure
that I was on point. Amazingly, he did confirm that my
insights were on point and showed me more sources for them. It
was very exciting!
He then quickly moved on to point out that there exists a
missing link in this equation of mine. He spoke in Hebrew and
he’s often quite cryptic in how he articulates himself but
basically, bottom line, he said that I must go way beyond
these technical insights, as effective as they may be, and
delve more deeply into the emotional and beyond. “Beyond”
being a part of us that is very deep inside and on a higher
spiritual level; a truth that would become so obvious if we
would only clear out our mental clutter and ego-type thinking
and open ourselves to it, praying from that aspect of

ourselves.
“Speak to Hashem from way beyond your ego. Don’t be shy. Don’t
hold yourself back. Be like Chana. Chana spoke in a very
dramatic and in your face way to Hashem. That is why Eli
HaCohen was so shocked by it. It seemed so inappropriate and
yet that is exactly how we should be praying to God. Do not be
like the walking dead”, the Rav said.
Amazingly, he did confirm that my insights were on point and
showed me more sources for them. It was very exciting!
He continued, “Do not worry about looking or sounding crazy.
Speak to God from your nullified self, from your higher self;
from that place that revives you and others, that truly gives
and not just takes. I know you have a sense of humor – why
aren’t you using it in your prayers? I know you can be
dramatic – where is the drama in your prayers?”
Okay… I am still trying to process his words and advice,
especially in light of Chanukah coming up and wanting to pray
in the most effective way possible by the lights of the
menorah. What I think I understood from the Rav is that I need
to soften in order to allow the tightness of old hurts and
traumas to melt away from my nervous system, allowing me to
pray in a more real and unreserved manner.
The road to refinement and purity is also one of revival.
Reviving yourself and others should be at the forefront of
one’s mind when praying. It is a very high road to take when
you really think about it.
So practically speaking for Chanukah, I’m going to try and be
a lot less constricted and a lot more real and flowing in my
praying. I’m going to try and step away from my mental
capacities (which is a challenge, especially being a Gemini)
and pray from a higher place within. How? I’m not really sure
yet but I have a week to ask Hashem to help me figure it out

as well as to affirm to myself that I can actually do this.
I am capable of receiving guidance and wisdom from Hashem.
When I fill my heart with love, compassion and forgiveness,
Hashem’s infinite love, compassion, and forgiveness flow
through me.
I am becoming more relaxed and free as I release old fears and
false beliefs.
I use my prayer to revive myself and others.
Ladies, there is no better time than Chanukah to clear away
the clouds so your inner light can shine!

